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Abstract

History proves that tradition as society culture identity holds significant role in bridging the conflict 
between external inovation and values of local wisdom. Tradition becomes ‘glue’ for these two 
different elements, so that it creates harmonious syncretic modification of culture and being 
well accepted by society. Representation of historical dynamic depicting syncretism between 
Christian ritual pratice and local tradition (Kejawen), happened in southern Central Java, at 
around twentieth century. At first, Christian which was introduced by zendeling received denial 
from local society. Intolerant way of approach created religious conflict which finally could be 
overcome by appreciative approach towards local culture. Development of Gereja Kristen Jawa 
Medeka marked the successful implementation of consensus in managing western influence. 
Other example of solidarity implementation towards local tradition values which have positive 
impact on harmony creation of society life, is the one at Tuka Dalung village, Badung regency 
nowadays. Social interaction between Balinese and non Christian-Balinese towards Hindu-
Bali society, proves that they still keep appreciating each other’s tradition/culture. Concept of 
menyamabraya is implemented for society interest.
Description above portraying ritual practice which still appreciate local wisdom value is great 
strategy to maintain life harmony in this global modern era. The problem is which kejawen 
tradition element can be synchronized with Christian doctrine, or which Hindu-Bali culture 
values accommodated in the eyes of other religion disciples?. How is the process and what is 
the impact on this rich culture society?
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INTRODUCTION

The history of Christianity development in Southern Central Java in the late 19th century (1871), 
is a phenomenon of cultural conflict. Christianity brought in by the Zending along with Dutch 
colonial practices in the Dutch East Indies, is considered a product of Dutch culture. Society 
rejected the way Christian understanding and practice imposed upon them. Javanese cultural 
traditions that had been embedded as the values or philosophy of life of the Javanese was 
not so easy to be separated from the soul of the community. On the one hand the zendeling 
(zending representative) taught that if the Javanese had embraced Christianity, they had to 
abandon their previous customs and habits, such as the tradition of selametan, wayangan, 
khitanan, belief in evil spirits, and the day - a certain day of magical nuance (Tuesday Kliwon 
or Friday Kliwon), because it was very contrary to the basic teachings of Christianity. That view 
raises concerns for the Javanese who felt as deprived of their cultural roots, so they assume 
that embracing Christianity meant being a “Christian Landa” (Dutch Christian) who had to 
follow their customs and habits. The clash of thought, resulted in the failure of Christianization 
by zending.

In this regard, the establishment of the Javanese Christian Church in 1871 was a symbol of 
traditional function in bridging the occurrence of external and internal / local cultural impacts. 
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This organization was a compromise form between products considered as elements of 
Western / Dutch culture with Javanese cultural traditions, or often referred to as kejawen 
containing elements of Hindu and Islamic traditions. The teachings of Christianity here were 
packaged as a form of syncretism between Christian views and the concepts and practices of 
Javanese cultural traditions. It further stated that as a Christian, the Javanese had to remain 
and behave as Javanese. This means that a Javanese who became a Christian did not have 
to be and behave as a Dutchman. In other words, the Javanese Christians, still had to maintain 
their cultural identity, because it was a legacy of ancestral customs that had be respected. 
Religious rituals performed with certain offerings and beliefs to the miracle of a person to 
the body, as well as to the weapons heirlooms they owned. From the aspect of leadership, 
this organization also showed the style of leadership of Java that had paternalistic nuances. 
The congregational leadership employed disadvantaged members of the community, in the 
fields. The majority of members of this organization were farmers. In other words they were 
fanatical agrarian societies who practiced their religion and tradition, and rejected the order of 
the Dutch. While the messianic and sectarian featured inherent in this church-church activity 
style, in turn, placed the leading figure as the center of power, strength and respect. Even 
in 1899 the leadership of this congregation, Kyai Sadrah Suropranoto declared himself to 
be the apostle / prophet, and the incarnation of Jesus Christ (the title of God for Christians). 
For his followers Kyai Sadrah was regarded as a “Ratu Adil” (Lion Cachet, 1896: 366- 367). 
A minister J.A.Fullman declared that the Kyai Sadrah figure was treated and revered like a 
pope in Rome. This became one of his basic ideas for rejecting the Western / Dutch system 
of applying Christian life. As an apostle / prophet he did not have to submit to zending, for he 
had his own authority as an apostle. As a messenger of God Kyai Sadrah can directly connect 
with God without having to go through an intermediary of a Dutch priest. This view seemed to 
fit more closely with one of the principles of kejawen, the mystic which essentially emphasized 
the direct relationship between man and God, since man is individually identical with God so 
that the human individual is essentially a holy power (J.D.Wolterbeek 1939: 111).  Under his 
leadership of the Javanese Christian Church based in the village of Karangjasa, Kutaarja 
Sub-district, Bagelen Residency was experiencing rapid development. Its sphere of influence 
extended to the southern part of Central Java, and the number of members exceeded the 
number of members of the Christian church congregation of the Dutch zendeling. In the 1900s, 
the number of members of the Christian Church of Java Merdeka reached 9000 people.

Throughout the 53 years (1871-1924), the existence of the Christian Church of Javanese 
Merdeka showed the dynamics of life that sought to harmonize itself with its social and 
natural environment. This can be seen in the aspects of the kejawen culture and the earth 
alms ceremony that is synchronized with Christianity. The core philosophy of Christianity 
was applied through the Javanese cultural style. The pronunciation of “The Lord’s Prayer” is 
pronounced with the Java rapal song. A unique combination of Christianity associated with 
Western culture with Javanese / kejawen traditions that had this messianistic element become 
an interesting social phenomenon in the 19th century. The struggle which was more spiritual 
than the physical struggle has its own meaning for the treasures of religious history in Java. 
The word independence from the name of the Christian Church of Javanese Merdeka did 
not mean independence from Dutch colonial political power, but a church free from zending 
interference in conceptualizing Christianity based on Javanese tradition, as a heritage of great 
honor. In such a context it is clear that tradition plays an important role in neutralizing the 
emergence of contradictions, as new innovations arise that clash with established old ones. 
Even the dynamics of religious history that occurred in the 19th century, this still continues 
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until now. What are the forms of Javanese cultural values that can accommodate each other 
with other cultural values? The process and impact of that for people who interacted with each 
other would be interesting to be studied more.

To explain the above problem, historical approach was used, reviewing the cultural background 
of Java, Bali. For that we needed sociological concepts related to Javanese cultural traditions, 
such as syncretism, leadership, messianism and acculturation. Christianity containing the moral 
ethics based on revelation was applied in the practice of life through aspects of the kejawen 
culture, forming a unique blend of Christian Kejawen. Church leadership did not resemble 
church organizational structures like the Western model, but it rather reflected the leadership 
of a messianistic organization. Leadership came from the religious elite and in general the 
recruitment of followers through the lineage or kinship where the leader became the backbone 
of the kinship tied surrounded by his followers.

On the other side of the conflict in terms of differences of opinion or perception about the 
practice of Christian Religion according to Dutch version and kejawen version, could be 
searched for its compromise form through Javanese Christian Church of Free Merdeka, led by 
Kyai Sadrah. Conflict here is understood as a form of conflict between individuals or groups 
because of differences in attitudes, beliefs, needs, values, status, power, scarcity of power and 
uneven distribution. Even R. Gurr declared that the conflict was a master of the human mind, 
more than anything else, except the feeling to God and love (Gurr 1972: 3).

Achieving a harmonious feeling or relationship with God, according to Kyai Sadrah could only 
be achieved by the practice of kejawen. According to Claessen, there are two models or ways 
of managing conflict, the model of kosesus whose main condition is a sense of solidarity, and a 
model of conflict that implies that others are forced to obey and obey the rules (Claessen 1974: 
24). The hallmark of this cosanthus model craves a society that achieves a dynamic balance. 
Javanese Christian Religion is interpreted as a form of conformity between Christianity and 
the practice of kejawen. While the conflict model that tends to characterize the compulsion 
to obtain obedience, produces orderly and safe conditions, but behind it has the potential of 
resistance and hostility. The policy carried out by the Dutch nending of coercion, contrary to 
the method of the Church of Java Merdeka using approach of sense of solidarity, integration 
and harmony. Social harmony is highly dependent on the social structure in which there is a 
reciprocal relationship that each is able to meet the interests or needs of other groups.

This writing is supported by written sources, both documents and reference books that are 
generally written as contemporaries. In historical works, using sources written close to the 
time of the topic of writing, became a highly sought after source. In turn a short work aimed 
at expressing historical events within this socio-cultural framework, aims to complement local 
history, especially history in Java and Bali. The consensus model proved to be more useful for 
contributing knowledge to avoid conflict, through a tradition approach that became the identity 
of the culture of society.

JAWA CULTURAL TRADITION IN JAVA CULTURE

Kejawen is more of a faith that is closely related to the animistic Javanese view of life. This belief 
is a form of syncretism between Hinduism, Buddhism and Islam. This belief always emphasizes 
harmony and inner peace, and balance with a gratitude (acceptance of circumstances, while 
surrendering to fate) against all events that occur and align themselves with society and 
God. The essence of kejawen is spiritual based on mysticism which is a form of belief that 
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emphasizes the aspect of ritualization to achieve unity with God. Generally the ritual form is 
often referred to as a Javanese religion.

The basis of that unity is the mystic that assumes that God encompasses all things in nature, and 
aims to establish a direct relationship between the individual and the One God’s environment, 
encompassing all kinds of magical knowledge through ceremonies (Niels Mulder 1977: 14-
17). Essentially mystical understanding is “God is I”, so “I” is essentially a sacred power (H. 
Kraemer, 1926: 56). Kejawen states individual principles. The physical and spiritual states of 
the individual are unity in the totality of the universe, so the attitude of acceptance is a proper 
embodiment of the Javanese philosophy of life. Avoiding hatred, anger toward others, because 
if the universe is experiencing difficulties, then humans will suffer as well. This is in harmony 
with the Balinese Hindu worldview related to the concept of Tri Hita Karana, which in principle 
aims to create a harmonious relationship between man and God; man with other men; and with 
the natural environment. The doctrine of creating harmony with the environment, both natural 
and human, implicit in kejawen, is also seen in the Hindu teaching of the Taw Twam Asi, which 
states “I am you, you are me”, which shows the meaning that humans should empathize, feel 
what being felt by others.

This universe-oriented belief makes the Javanese believed in another invisible world, beyond 
the limits of the senses, and the common sense that it created a supernatural world for the 
mindset. The world is inhabited by various creatures and forces beyond the limits of human 
power, so they are very feared by humans. They are good and evil forces, ancestral spirits 
and subtle creatures like dahyang who became the protector of the village. The other types 
are memedi, a supernatural creature capable of bringing good luck and tranquility, but on the 
contrary it can cause disruption to the mind, health and even death. (Clifford Geertz, 1960: 14-
24). To neutralize the negative effects, and instead gaining a positive meaning, people convey 
offerings, as a sign of worship and petition to be given salvation. While kasekten (supernatural) 
which is an extra power possessed by man can be utilized to achieve a good goal, or otherwise 
used to harm other people.

The dynamic of life that described the dichotomy between good and evil; strengths and 
weaknesses, for example, brought influence to the imagination of the Javanese in the world 
of the gods embodied from the wayang story. Wayang story is a description of Javanese 
culture which contains the norm and value of human life. Here the image of the god’s life 
is personified by human nature, form or character, although in some ways it has a superior 
personality and character, and a power beyond the limits of human ability itself. The world 
of the gods in Suralaya is analogous to the human world that has the power structure and 
hierarchy of government as it is in the human world. As the hierarchy holder is the Betara / 
Guru god (Thomas Stamford Raffles, 1817: 256). Betara Guru is often analogized as Lord 
Shiva, one of God’s manifestations as a trimurti (Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva). As Lord Vishnu the 
saint of nature / the world, God came to the world as Krishna, a savior in the art of puppets 
whose wisdom served his role as a protector and advisor of the pandavas (symbol of truth) in 
the face of kurawa as a product of evil in the Bharatayudha war.

The concept of salvation is also an important foundation in Christianity. God incarnated in 
Jesus Christ came down to earth to save the world and man, in his struggle against sin. This 
understanding of the savior who became the basis for the identity of Kyai Sadrah’s leadership 
in performing his function as a central figure of the Javanese Christian Church of Merdeka.

Kejawen tradition is colored by a view of life which aims at the unity between man and nature 
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and his God; good and evil spirits; salvation of the world by god / divine incarnated figures, 
seems to be synchronized with Christianity. The kejawen tradition which contains elements of 
Hindu vaues shows the adaptability that could be adapted in Christian practice. Especially to 
broaden the teachings of Javanese Christian religion which was characterized by Javanese 
culture, the leadership factor played an important role.

     

TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP

The dynamic life of the Christian Javanese Christian Church which survived and even 
developed amid the pressure of political power and penetration of Western culture (Dutch), 
was inseparable from the role and ability of its leadership in determining the appropriate policy 
with the socio-cultural background of the community. In the Javanese tradition, a leader had 
a charismatic character if one had supernatural abilities. The ability could be attached to the 
person who was called kasekten or the thing he has (bed, chair, clothes, weapon) or on parts 
of his body, such as: sweat, urine, hair and nails (Koentjaraningrat, 1974: 234). The objects 
were even considered sacred, so it is considered to bring a curse for people who did not take 
care of it properly. Kasekten possessed by a person, could be a physical capability (eg immune 
to weapons), or that was spiritual, such as healing the sick and predicting. His charismatic 
nature made it easier for Kyai Sadrah to gain recognition from his followers as a messenger of 
God in the world.

The realization of this submissive and respectful form was apparent in the sign of the worship 
and desire to live the commandments given by the leader. In turn, an attitude that was always 
oriented towards extreme leaders, would make a charismatic leader, where his followers 
strongly believed and obeyed him (Niels Mulder, 1977: 48). Instead, a leader also needed 
the loyalty and cooperation of his followers to defend, even strengthened his authority. The 
condition created a relationship of interdependence, where a leader or chairman provided 
protection and the necessities of life to his followers, such as shelter, field yields, and his 
followers guarded, worked and managed all the facilities (such as rice fields, houses) owned 
by their leaders. Thus Kyai Sadrah appeared as a charismatic leader, where everything that 
radiateed from him was considered a powerful force that brings blessings to those around him. 
When he ate, his followers would wait and scrambled for the rest, because they assumed that 
the rest of the food would bring blessing to the one who eats it (Yotam Martoredjo, without 
years: 3).

The centralistic Kyai Sadrah’s leadership, resulting in the dynamic life of the Javanese 
Christian Church, depended heavily on its power. This is evident when he died, the church was 
declining. The absence of an authoritative leader, influenced the disunity among his followers. 
His greatness as a leader was visible from several titles attached to him, such as Surapranata, 
Gusti Kanjeng the Father, Kyai and Imam even the Apostles. These titles reflected the various 
roles centered on a leader who was believed to know everything, including knowledge of 
Christianity. The word mranata from Surapranata means regulating, and surapranata is 
intended as set in its own way. This means that the Christian Church of Java led by Kyai 
Sadrah was a church that stood alone and was not bound by the Dutch zending. While the 
title of kyai was more intended to someone who had a very wide knowledge, especially about 
Christian Religion. It was a habit for the Javanese at that time to call someone who had a high 
knowledge of his religion, as a kyai. So Kyai Sadrah was considered as powerful man who had 
the deep knowledge of Christian religion, also other spirituality. As an Imam even the Apostle, 
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then Kyai Sadrah had the authority to always lead the service (religious ceremonies) on every 
Sunday, and regular meetings between representatives congregation pepanthan (regional 
church) held on every Tuesday Kliwon. Here Kyai Sadrah always emphasizeed the existence 
of unity among his congregation, by likening himself as a binding rope broomstick (Muller 
Kruger, 1966: 178).

As a leader of the church congregation, he was also regarded as a powerful and inteligent 
person. With his ability Kyai Sadrah was able to heal the sick with urine or saliva that rubbed 
on the sick body. Another power that he showed was when this figure was able to “conquer” the 
awesomeness of the rice field, which nobody has previously cultivated, for fear of the curse of 
“ruler of the rice field” that would kill the husband or man who dared to do it. Therefore the rice 
field area was called as fields of the banner (widow). This shows the belief that Kyai Sadrah 
had the power / supernatural power to deny the danger that others were unable to do. On the 
other hand Kyai Sadrah was also considered inteligent, because he several times managed to 
defeat his opponent in a debate about religious knowledge. When he managed to overcome his 
opponent’s debate, the person who became the opposite of the debate with his followers would 
claim to be a follower of Kyai Sadrah. This was the beginning of the growth and development 
of the Christian Church of Java, as well as a testament to the strength of his leadership. To 
strengthen the legality of his leadership, Kyai Sadrah also stated that his leadership actually 
originated from the notice or command of God to himself or order. Through this process God 
commanded Kyai Sadrah who at that time was imprisoned on the shore of the South Sea, 
to go north towards Karangjasa, the village which became the pust of the establishment of 
the Javanese Christian Church. The social structure of the Javanese tradition at that time 
(colonial) tended to be characterized by the nature of priyayiism or feudal structure, which was 
hierarchical. This affected the life orientation of a person who was more concerned with high 
self-esteem, rank and degree. As for a minority people will be receptive to their degenerate 
degrees (S.L.Van Der Wal, 1967: 182). This fosters a view within the Javanese society that a 
person’s quality, not because of his ability or intelligence but because of his position. On the 
other hand Western culture, represented by zending, saw that ability or skill as an important 
basis in determining one’s quality. Here then there was a difference of perception of leadership 
in church organization, between zending with Kyai Sadrah.

CONCLUSION 

The Christian Church of Free Java was a form of implementation of a combination of elements 
that are messianistic, sectarian and revivalistic. The messianistic element is seen from the way 
its leadership identifies itself as the Ratu Adil that freed the Javanese from the Dutch colonial 
pressure, and provides happiness and prosperity. On the other hand, the basic aspect of 
Christianity was transformed into the belief of its followers that its leader was the incarnation of 
Jesus Christ in the world. It was called a sectarian group, because the teachings of Christianity 
were presented to show a mystical element that basically showed a tremendous power in the 
aspect of indigenous culture. As if this was a reminder of the supremacy of indigenous culture 
that will rise above the Western culture that has suppressed and treated it as a lower culture. 
This condition also reflected the struggle of the Javanese Christian Church to occupy the 
equitable social status and fair treatment of the Christian Church of Zending / colonial. Thus 
this the congregation in its development became an “exclusive” group that had special rules 
and policies, which can not be intervened by anyone, even by Dutch zending. Meanwhile, the 
teachings based on the spirit of Javanese Christianity which was pursued by the congregation 
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of Kyai Sadrah’s leadership, implied the existence of revivalistic nature because of his desire 
to always stand on the basis of Javanese culture and rejected Western culture as the spirit and 
implementation of the church congregation activities
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